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Red Hat Linux DHCP Client Found Vulnerable
to Command Injection Attacks

WordPress Update Breaks Automatic Update
Feature

command injection vulnerability in the DHCP client

week with patches for a total 34 vulnerabilities, but

implementation of Red Hat Linux and its derivatives

unfortunately,

like Fedora operating system.

automatic update mechanism for millions of

The vulnerability, tracked as CVE-2018-1111, could

WordPress websites.

allow attackers to execute arbitrary commands with
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root

systems.

maintenance update, WordPress 4.9.4, to patch
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Adobe Releases Critical Security Updates for
Acrobat, Reader and Photoshop
Adobe has just released new versions of its Acrobat
DC, Reader and Photoshop CC for Windows and
macOS users that patch 48 vulnerabilities in its
software.
A total of 47 vulnerabilities affect Adobe Acrobat
and Reader applications, and one critical remote
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Apple's iBoot Source Code for iPhone leaked
on GitHub

Apple source code for a core component of
iPhone's operating system has purportedly been
leaked on GitHub, which could allow hackers and

researchers to discover currently unknown zeroday vulnerabilities to develop persistent malware
and iPhone jailbreaks.
The source code appears to be for iBoot—the
critical part of the iOS operating system that's
responsible for all security checks and ensures a
trusted version of iOS is loaded.

code execution flaw has been patched in Adobe
Photoshop CC.
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